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Figure 1: Comparison of structure of asymptotic solutions which
shows the dependence of averaged drag coefficient on the Reynolds
number under the constant condition of $\epsilon=\mathit{0}.\mathit{8}\mathit{5}$.
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Figure 2: Comparison of structure of asymptotic solutions which
shows the dependence of averaged drag coefficient on amplitude
of the fourth order viscosity term under the constant condition of
$Re=\mathit{2}\mathit{0}\mathit{0}\mathit{0}$.
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Figure 3: Comparison of structure of asymptotic solutions which
shows the dependence of averaged drag coefficient on amplitude








(a) $RH\infty \mathrm{O}.$H.85 (b) $Re=20.E.555$
Figure 4: Comparison of structure of reconstracted attractors of $C_{d}$
data on $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}-$ and jourth-Order viscosity.
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